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Abstract
The selective advantages of using light as a source of
information are reflected in the diverse types of extant
eyes. The physical properties of light restrict how it can
be collected and processed, resulting in only eight
known optical systems found in animals. Eyes develop
through tissue rearrangement and differentiation. Our
understanding of the source of genetic information used
in developmental programs is growing rapidly and reveals distributions of gene expression with substantial
overlap in both time and space. Specific genes and their
products are used repeatedly, making causal relationships more difficult to discern. The phenomenon of
groups of genes acting together seems to be the rule.
Throughout evolution, particular genes have become
associated with distinct aspects of eye development, and
these suites of genes have been recruited repeatedly as
new eyes evolved.
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Introduction

Light from the sun has shaped life on earth since biological evolution began some 5 billion years ago. Regular
light/dark cycles led to the evolution of circadian rhythms
and biological clocks, now known to be ubiquitous among
biological organisms. Perhaps because sunlight has been a
consistent selective force during biological evolution, it
has proven to be the most potent. One important consequence of sunlight striking our planet has been the evolution of eyes for seeing the world. Of approximately 33 animal phyla, about one-third have evolved no specialization
for light detection, whereas the remaining two-thirds have
either proper eyes or at least a light sensitive organ [Land
and Nilsson, 2002].
Scientists have always been fascinated by eyes, wondering about their remarkable variety, their exquisite
macroscopic and molecular functioning, their development, and ultimately their evolutionary origin. The
growth of our understanding of eyes and vision has been
remarkable and we now know details about the variety in
eye structure, the morphological sources of ocular tissue,
and some of the molecular actors responsible for eye
development. We even have some understanding of how
eyes might have evolved. This review will present highlights of these topics and some ideas regarding how to
think about the issues facing scientists interested in eyes.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a possible scheme for the evolution
of eyes indicating that all eyes share the method of capturing light
(opsin) but as different eye types evolved, different suites of genes
were recruited for the production of eyes [adapted from Land and
Nilsson, 2002, fig. 1.8]. Following the evolution of the opsin/retinal
light detection unit, its use appears to have become associated with
pax6 and possibly eya. The evolution of ciliary and microvillar photoreceptors each required recruitment of additional genes, some of
which have proven to be common to one another. The identification
of genes involved is not exhaustive and is based on three reports in
the literature [Kumar, 2001; Chow and Lang, 2001; Graw, 2003].

Eye Variety

In his landmark book, Walls [1942] provided remarkable insights about all aspects of the vertebrate eye. This
785-page classic has numerous illustrations, many drawn
by Walls, that provide details about the range and variety
of evolutionary outcomes to be found in vertebrate eyes.
Indeed, the variety of eyes is astonishing, reflecting the
staggering range of adaptations produced by selective
pressures for vision in different habitats. There are several
features common to all eyes, however, resulting from constraints on their construction. Because eyes collect and
focus light, their structure depends on the physical properties of light, which set limits on the optical features of
eyes [see Fernald, 1988; fig. 1]. For example, eyes have
evolved to be sensitive to a narrow range of wavelengths,
relative to the broad spectrum of energy produced by sunlight. This is likely because early evolution occurred in
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Abbreviations: ato, atonal bHLH transcription factor; dac, dachshund; dpp, decapentaplegic TGF-ß secreted morphogen; Egfr, receptor tyrosine kinase; ey, eyeless homeodomain/paired domain; eya,
eyes absent; eyg, eye gone homeodomain; FOXC1, forkhead box gene
C1; hh, hedgehog secreted morphogen; MAF, musculoaponeurotic
fibrosarcoma oncogene; notch, transmembrane receptor; optix, homeodomain/six domain; OTX1, orthodenticle homologue 1; PAX2,
paired box gene 2; pax6, paired domain, homeodomain; Pitx2,3,
paired, like homeodomain transcription factor; Rx, retina and anterior neural fold homeobox; so, sine oculus homeodomain/six domain;
SOX2, SRY, box with gene 2; toy, twin of eyeless.

water, which strongly filters light [Fernald, 1988]. Thus,
the essential selective pressure on early organisms was for
vision within a limited range of wavelengths. Selection for
biochemical mechanisms sensitive to this limited range of
wavelengths predisposed the wavelength sensitivity during evolution. Even though many animal species have
long since moved onto land where they are exposed to the
broader spectrum of electromagnetic radiation from the
sun, most animal eyes remain limited to seeing within this
narrow band, although insects and some species of fish
and birds later evolved additional receptors for ultraviolet
light [e.g., Viltala et al., 1995]. The narrow range of wavelength sensitivity is a residual reflection of our aquatic origins and illustrates how early evolutionary solutions persist.
Of the approximately 33 animal phyla, about a third
have no specialized organ for detecting light, a third have
light-sensitive organs, and the remaining third are ani-
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mals with what we would consider eyes [Land and Nilsson, 2002]. Image-forming eyes appeared in six of the 33
extant metazoan phyla (Cnidaria, Mollusca, Annelida,
Onychophora, Arthropoda, and Chordata), and these six
contribute about 96% of the known species alive today
[Land and Fernald, 1992], suggesting that eyes are, indeed, useful! Existing eyes have many shapes and sizes,
reflecting the diverse solutions to the problem of obtaining an image. Eyes can range in size from a fraction of a
millimeter to tens of centimeters in diameter. The range
of eye types, sizes and locations suggests that they can
evolve relatively easily (see below).
Eye optical systems fall into three classes based on
their image forming mechanisms: Images formed via
shadows, images formed via refraction (e.g., lens and/or
cornea), and images formed via reflection. These different
optical types were systematically described by Land
[1981], who has contributed significantly to our understanding of eyes and, particularly their optical function
[e.g., fig. 1.9 in Land and Nilsson, 2002]. The physical
laws governing the behavior of light are well known and
these fundamentally limit how an eye can be built, whether it produces an image or simply records the direction of
incident light. For this reason, similar structures have
arisen in distinctly unrelated animals such as fishes and
cephalopods. The chambered or camera eyes in these two
lineages are similar in a large number of details, despite
the fact that their owners are phylogenetically distant
[Packard, 1972]. Both evolved spherical lenses to achieve
sufficient refractive power, but the inverted retinal layers
of fishes (and all vertebrates) are distinctly different from
the non-inverted, somewhat simpler retinae of squid.
Macroscopically, these eye types and the animals bearing
them are not homologous, even though there are homologies at the molecular and developmental levels, which are
at the heart of understanding eye evolution.
The greatest variety of eyes exists among invertebrates.
These animals have both camera eyes (e.g., Cephalopods)
and compound eyes. Moreover, invertebrates also have
the greatest variety of eyes as regards number and location
on a given species. Although vertebrates settled on paired,
chambered eyes with lenses, invertebrates species can
have multiple, non-paired eyes and eyes in remarkable
locations. For example, certain butterflies have light detecting organs located such that darkness signals successful copulation [Arikawa et al., 1996]. In addition, Nilsson
and colleagues [Nordström et al., 2003] recently described
a visual system in the planula of a box jellyfish, Tripedalia
cystophora, with eyecups directly connected to motor cilium. In this case, there is no nervous system to process

visual information because the eyes are a complete sensory-motor system unto themselves.
Primitive eyes provide information about intensity
and possibly the direction of a light source, but more
advanced eyes also inform their owners about wavelength
and contrast and can, as do human eyes, provide highresolution images of the illuminated scene using the concentration of receptors in the fovea. The capabilities of
eyes as a function of their structure and, hence, the different specificity of their developmental programs, vary
greatly. For example, resolution of an image, as measured
in subtended degrees differs by about 13-fold among vertebrates and even more between vertebrates and invertebrates. Eagles have the greatest acuity, which is approximately 10,000 fold greater than that found in planaria
[Land and Nilsson, 2002]. Similarly, a comparison of relative sensitivities among vertebrates reveals a range of 4 !
105 between highly sensitive deep sea animal vision and
human foveal vision [Land and Nilsson, 2002].
Another remarkable adaptation to meet the behavioral
needs of animals occurred in the realm of wavelength sensitivity, resulting in what we know as color vision. The
selective pressures for evolution of wavelength discrimination appear to have been quite pervasive. Very likely
the added value of better contrast discrimination, which
increases the likelihood of identifying food, mates and
predators, would have been enhanced with chromatic
information [e.g., Nagle and Osorio, 1993; Osorio and
Vorobyev, 1996]. Indeed, recent work comparing eight
primate taxa suggests that trichromatic vision evolved
where leaf consumption was critical [Lucas et al., 2003].
In support of this idea, many species of diurnal reptiles
and birds have colored retinal filters, composed of oil
droplets, which appear to have evolved to increase the
number of colors that can be discriminated, suggesting
selective pressure for improved color vision [Vorobyev,
2003].
Vertebrate visual pigments (opsins) appeared before
eyes [Land and Fernald, 1992] and evolved along at least
five lines, diverging from an ancestral type, before teleost
fish diverged from other vertebrates [e.g., Hisatomi et al.,
1994]. That visual pigments evolved along parallel lines
following an ancient divergence is widely accepted, although there are some differences in interpretation [Okano et al., 1992]. Primate photopigments offer examples of
recent evolutionary change in these important molecules.
For example, Old World monkeys, apes and humans have
trichromatic vision, whereas New World monkeys are
polymorphic, having dichromatic or trichromatic color
vision [Jacobs, 1996]. In this context, Homo sapiens may
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be unique in the polymorphism found in our color vision
system [e.g., Neitz et al., 1996]. This variance in the number and kinds of photopigments in the human retina
might reflect the absence of potent selective pressure on
color vision. The subtlety of selective pressures on chromatic detection can be found in many species. It is particularly evident in the variation within a single species of
bluefin killifish where the relative abundance of cone
types depends on whether the animals live in springs or
swamps [Fuller et al., 2003]. The novel differential spectral sensitivity in these populations is produced through
differential expression of cone classes in the retina, rather
than via modification of the spectral tuning of opsin molecules, showing that there are different ways to achieve
color detection. More recently, another mechanism for
temporal modulation of wavelength sensitivity in cone
photoreceptors has been described in Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha). As salmon move from being
planctivores living in surface waters where ultraviolet (uv)
light is abundant to fish-eating predators in deeper waters
where blue-green light prevails, they remodel their uv-sensitive cones with insertion of an opsin that is tuned to blue
wavelengths [Cheng and Flamarique, 2004]. A similar
mechanism has been previously reported in winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes americanus) in which a single
opsin type in juveniles, located in hexagonally arranged
single cones, is replaced by three different opsin types in
photoreceptors arranged in a square array in the metamorphosed adult [Evans and Fernald, 1993; Evans et al.,
1993].
These examples show that animals have evolved eyes
with resolution, sensitivity and wavelength sensitivities to
match their needs, even as those needs change throughout
life. Most of those adaptations are the result of developmental differences as eyes are built during embryogenesis.
What is known about eye development and about producing the differences that are so important functionally?

Eye Morphogenesis – What Are the Rules?

Classical experimentation on ocular development focused on vertebrate eyes, which are a specialized extension of the brain. Experimental models were limited to
mice and chicks due to their extensive prior exploitation
as model organisms. The beautiful images available today
make the often subtle but distinctive morphological
changes during eye development seem much more obvious than they were when first observed. With scanning
electron microscopy and sophisticated methods of timing
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the state of tissue development, it is possible to watch the
production of an eye as it unfolds (e.g., www.med.unc.edu/
embryo_images/unit-eye/eye_htms/eye001.htm).
Eyes develop from the prospective forebrain, beginning in the eyefields, which are made up of cells of the
anterior neural plate. As the prosencephalon grows, this
region moves forward until the optic groove forms, and
the neuroectoderm of the groove locally contacts the surface ectoderm, inducing the lens placode. As the placode
invaginates to form the lens vesicle, the optic vesicle
forms the bilayered optic cup, which ultimately becomes
the eye. The interaction between the optic vesicle and the
lens placode was identified as the ‘organizer of the lens’ by
Spemann [1924]. The presumptive lens arises from the
lens placode, a thickening of the ectoderm in contact with
the optic vesicle. Coincident with this change is the onset
of expression of proteins that will form the lens. Other
structures of the eye are formed by large and small scale
tissue movements, caused and accompanied by the expression of tissue-specific genes at that site. The cornea
arises from the surface ectoderm over the lens and from
migrating mesenchyme derived from the neural crest.
Many of the original observations about the role of specific tissue bits in these processes resulted from exquisite
embryonic manipulations related to transplantation experiments. For example, Nieuwkoop [1963] identified,
among other things, the source tissue essential for the
induction of eye production.
With well described macroscopic change in hand, the
next challenge is to synthesize the phenomenological,
macroscopic morphological observations with molecular
explanations of eye development.

Molecular Actors – How Do They Relate to
Macroscopic Action?

For eyes, understanding the genetic control of eye construction is particularly important because about half the
cases of blindness in children have a genetic basis [Graw,
2003]. The morphological process of eye development has
been viewed as a set of steps toward a final tissue arrangement. Underlying this apparently straightforward sequence of large scale events, however, are distributions of
gene expression with substantial overlap in both time and
space. Gene expression is closely regulated, and specific
gene products are used repeatedly, which makes the causal relationships difficult to conceptualize. Nonetheless,
progress in characterizing the genes responsible for particular steps in eye development has been reasonably rapid,
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as shown in several recent reviews [Harland, 2000; Chow
and Lang, 2001; Graw, 2003]. Functions for at least 15
transcription factors and several signaling molecules have
been described in human and mice eyes, based on developmental disorders and/or molecular manipulations [e.g.,
Graw, 2003]. As with other molecular actors, both the
transcription factors and signaling molecules are expressed during ocular development and also in a wide
range of other tissues. This suggests that the particular
combination of expression patterns is important for the
proper functioning of these genes in eye development.
As is now well known, the paired box gene 6 (PAX6), a
member of the family of genes that encode transcription
factors with a homeodomain and a paired domain, appears to be important in eye formation across many species. The remarkable demonstration that PAX6 can induce eyes where they should not be (‘ectopic’) in Drosophila [Halder et al., 1995]. Similar subsequent demonstrations in vertebrates [Chow et al., 1999] led to the suggestion that there might be ‘master control genes’ responsible
for development and differentiation of ocular tissue in
many species. Subsequent work has suggested that ‘master control gene’ is a misnomer, however, as a suite of
genes are required, collectively, to initiate eye development, and transcription factors are a necessary part of the
initiation process. Moreover, as noted above, the genes in
question actually have dynamic spatial and temporal
expression during many stages of eye development, in
addition to expression for essential purposes in other tissues. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that some of the same
genes appear in the context of eye development, despite
great evolutionary distance among the owners of the eyes.
How this might have occurred is discussed below.
For Drosophila eyes, it is now known that a collection
of seven genes, encoding transcription factors and two signaling molecules collaborate to make eyes [reviewed in
Kumar, 2001]. These nuclear factors (eyeless [ey], twin of
eyeless [toy] – both of which are PAX6 homologs, sine
oculus [so], eyes absent [eya], dachshund [dac], eye gone
[eyg] and optix) and signaling systems, including the
Notch and receptor tyrosine kinase pathways, act via a
complex regulatory network that is reasonably well understood [Kumar, 2001; fig. 1]. The master gene hypothesis is
not supported, because deletion of any of these genes
causes loss or radical reduction in the Drosophila compound eye, and, surprisingly, any gene except sine oculus,
in collaboration with certain signaling molecules, can
cause ectopic expression of an eye in a limited set of imaginal discs. This means that the whole troupe is needed to
produce a reasonable eye. Why this might be so is suggest-

ed by recent work showing that the eya gene products are
phosphatases, the first case in which a transcription factor
can itself dephosphorylate other proteins to fine tune gene
expression [Li et al., 2003]. This elegant work demonstrated the details of interactions among Six1, dac and eya
in the formation of the kidney, muscle, and inner ear, as
well as eyes, suggesting that this suite of genetically interacting proteins has been recruited repeatedly during evolution for organogenesis of different structures.
It is difficult to abandon the heuristic of hierarchical
regulatory processes in development originally proposed
by Lewis to characterize homeotic properties of bithorax
and antennapedia genes, but molecular analysis of eye
development shows that this concept may not be useful in
this case. Instead, eye development appears to need new
ways of thinking about how complex tissues are made and
how such organs arose in evolution. The widespread and
redundant activities of specific genes during ocular development [e.g., Chauhan et al., 2002; Baumer et al., 2003]
suggest that hierarchies, if they exist, are unknown, and
the more likely scenario is the orchestrated activity of a
suite of molecular actors.
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What Does Development Tell Us about the
Evolution of Eyes?

Based on paleontological evidence, eyes are thought to
have evolved independently in different organisms at
least 40 times and possibly as many as 65 times [SalviniPlawen and Mayr, 1977], confirming their importance to
animals. Within arthropods, there is molecular phylogenetic evidence for independent evolutionary origin of
ostracod eyes [Oakley and Cunningham, 2002].
As described above, the diversity of eyes confirms their
dynamic evolutionary past. Explosive speciation, or the
‘Big Bang’ of animal evolution happened during the Cambrian [Conway-Morris, 1998], when existing eye types
appear to have improved radically, coincident with the
onset of carnivory and predation. Many selective forces
were likely at work [Fernald, 2000], including perhaps the
first instances where light enabled behavioral signals
[Parker, 1998], so no predominant selective force can be
claimed. The rapidity of eye evolution has always been a
question, but, using a simulation, Nilsson and Pelger
[1994] suggested that about 2000 sequential changes
could produce a typical image-forming eye from a light
sensitive patch. With reasonable estimates, this suggests
that an eye could evolve in less than half a million years,
making the virtual explosion of eyes during the Cambrian
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seem plausible [Land and Nilsson, 2002]. After the Cambrian, three phyla emerged: arthropods, mollusks and
chordates. Although these groups all use the opsin molecule to capture light, details of the structure and function
of their eyes differ considerably.
One of the most interesting developmental differences
among extant eyes is the embryonic origin of the different
structures in vertebrate and cephalopod eyes [summarized in Nilsson, 1996]. Cephalopod eyes form from an
epidermal placode through successive infoldings, whereas
vertebrate eyes emerge from the neural plate and induce
the overlying epidermis to form the lens as described
above. It is also noteworthy that the cephalopod eyes lack
a cornea, which is present in all vertebrates whether
aquatic or not.
In addition to the differences in embryonic origin, photoreceptor cells divide into either ciliary or microvillar
structures to provide the membrane surface for the opsin
molecule [Salvini-Plawen and Mayr, 1977]. Microvilli
predominate in invertebrates, whereas vertebrate photoreceptors are ciliary. Physiological responses are also
quite different, with the microvillous receptors of arthropods and mollusks depolarizing to light, and the ciliary
receptors of vertebrates hyperpolarizing to light. In phototransduction, vertebrate photoreceptors exploit cyclic
Guanosine 5)-Monophosphate (GMP) as a second messenger system, whereas invertebrates use inositol trisphosphate [Fernald, 2000]. And, even though opsin is the key
molecule for detecting light, mechanisms for regeneration
(reisomerization) of the chromophore/opsin system are
dramatically different among phyla [Gonzalez-Fernandez, 2003].

How Did Eyes Evolve: Independently Recruited
Genes?

It seems increasingly evident that as eyes evolved, different functional mechanisms have been generated by
recruiting existing gene programs. From genome sequencing we know that there are far fewer genes in organisms
than previously thought, so the use and reuse of genes and
their products in combinatorial assemblies, as increasingly reported, make sense. In the development of eyes, this
seems to be the rule, not the exception. Specifically, in the
evolution of eyes (see fig. 1), it seems likely that light sensitivity evolved early in the Cambrian in the form of a
proto-opsin molecule in association with the chromophore, retinal. This molecular combination, sensitive to
light, became associated with the genes pax6 [Sheng et al.,
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1997] and, possibly, eya [based on its phosphatase activity; Li et al., 2003]. One can imagine that this combination
was recruited and worked well in early evolved eyespots
and other light sensing organs. It would not be surprising,
for example, to find these genetic players in the recently
described eye without a nervous system [Nordström et al.,
2003]. As different eye types evolved over time, there was
probably repeated recruitment of particular gene groups,
not unlike improvisational groups of actors, interacting to
produce candidates for selection. The evolutionary fiddling through which various combinations or routines were
tried could have led to numerous parallel evolutionary
paths for eyes as we now envision (fig. 1). So, the answer
to the question of whether eyes evolved from a single prototypical eye (monophyletic), or whether they evolved
repeatedly (polyphyletic), may be the wrong question as it
depends on the level of comparison [Land and Nilsson,
2002].

Conclusions

It is tempting to imagine that clarity regarding puzzling
scientific issues is just around the corner, even though
each new level of understanding usually offers a new view
of deeper complexities. Or, as Wittgenstein [1953] said:
‘We talk of process and states, and leave their nature
undecided. Sometime perhaps we will know more about
them – we think. But that is just what commits us to a
particular way of looking at the matter.’ With relation to
eye evolution, the particularities of molecular discoveries
have focused attention on commonalities across eye
types, often causing us to overlook the large differences in
eye structures and developmental origins. That opsin is
homologous across many different types of eyes does not
make those eyes homologous. Rather, at the level of light
detection, eyes have converged on a common mechanism.
Other functional aspects of the eye, such as the lens, etc.,
can come from radically different evolutionary and hence
embryological sources.
Where and how might progress be expected given our
current knowledge? It seems likely that as more genes and
their roles are identified we will have a more refined view
of eye development and evolution. A better understanding of genes expressed in the development of compound
ciliary eyes and microvillar chambered eyes (see fig. 1)
would help clarify the gene recruitment processes important for their evolution. Understanding what makes eyes
so remarkably different may ultimately be a bigger challenge than discovering what they have in common.
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